APPENDIX C – Broadcaster declaration
BROADCASTER DECLARATION for RT and ENR
1. RIGHTS
a. BROADCASTER is aware and accepts that the national broadcasting rights for the territory hosting the
FIG event belong to the Host Broadcaster (HB).
b. BROADCASTER is aware and accepts that all international broadcasting rights are the property of the
FIG.
2. PICTURES
a. BROADCASTER confirms that all pictures recorded at the event will be used for his own use, and to
strictly follow the agreement between BROADCASTER and HB.
b. BROADCASTER confirms that the pictures will be used exclusively on television. Extension to an
Internet or any other electronic or digital platforms, such as Internet websites, blogs or channels,
smartphones, tablets, is subject to a separate agreement.
c. BROADCASTER confirms that it will not sell or make any pictures available to third parties.
It will be up to a court to determine what damages would be appropriate in case of a violation of the terms
set out in points 1 and 2 of this declaration.
3. GENERAL
a. During the event, BROADCASTER confirms it will strictly abide by the directions received from the FIG,
the Local Organising Committee and the Host Broadcaster.
b. BROADCASTER understands and accepts that the FIG is the highest authority at this event and that in
case of any disputes between the HB, the LOC or any other party, the FIG has the final say.
c. BROADCASTER accepts to strictly respect the limits of zone access as shown on his accreditation and
on the floor (No Go Zone).
d. ENR holders can only access to the Media Work Room, Press Conference Room, Mixed Zone (rear
positions) and the floor on the days of Podium training only.
e. BROADCASTER is aware that his accreditation will be withdrawn without warning, should he be in a zone
not allowed by his accreditation. If access is given to the FOP, the same applies. Should a cameraman not
respect the “No Go Zones” in the FOP or hinder the HB, FIG Rights holders, Judges or competitors or not
respect a minimum distance of 2 meters between the camera and the competitors, the accreditation will be
withdrawn and not replaced.
f. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in all respects in accordance with the Laws of
Switzerland.
g. All disputes arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, including disputes on its conclusion,
binding effect, amendment and termination shall be resolved, to the exclusion of the courts (except for an
application for an injunction or similar remedy which may be made to a court of competent jurisdiction) by a
three-person Arbitral Tribunal in accordance with the Court of Arbitration of Sport in force at that time, one
arbitrator to be appointed by each of the parties and the third (President) by the CAS.
h. The proceedings shall be conducted in English and shall take place in Lausanne. The decision of the
Arbitral Tribunal shall be final and binding on the parties.
i. BROADCASTER confirms that the person signing this Agreement is a duly authorised representative of
the BROADCASTER and fully empowered to sign and execute this Agreement.
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